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2.07.1 Introduction

The past two decades in modern astronomy have seen astound-

ing success in discovering planets orbiting stars beyond the solar

system. Starting with the first detections of planets orbiting neu-

tron stars (Wolszczan and Frail, 1992) and those orbiting sunlike

stars (Marcy and Butler, 1996; Mayor and Queloz, 1995), over

900 confirmed extrasolar planets or ‘exoplanets’ are now known.

These planets have been discovered by a variety of techniques. By

far, the largest number has been identified by the radial velocity

method, which involves observing the wobbling of the host star

due to the gravitational pull by the planet along the line of sight

of the observer. The amplitude of the radial velocity of the stellar

motion places a lower limit on the planetary mass, while the

period gives the orbital period of the planet. Another major

approach to exoplanet detection has been the transit method,
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whereby the passage of the planet in front of the host star is seen

in the temporary dimming of the stellar light as observed from

Earth. The transit method ushered in a major advance in the

characterization of exoplanets as it allows the measurement of

the planetary radius and the orbital inclination of the system,

which conclusively determines the planetary mass when radial

velocity observations are available. One of the greatest successes

in discovering exoplanets have been achieved by the Kepler space

telescope (Batalha et al., 2013; Borucki et al., 2010), which has

discovered (as of July 2013) 134 confirmed exoplanets and over

3200 exoplanet candidates with a wide range of exoplanetary

properties. Exoplanets have also been detected by other methods

such as pulsar timing (Wolszczan and Frail, 1992), gravitational

microlensing (Gaudi et al., 2008), and direct imaging (Kalas

et al., 2008), covering different regions of exoplanet parameter

space. For further details, see Chapter 10.21.
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The numerous exoplanet discoveries via different methods

have also led to the estimation of occurrence rates of exopla-

nets over a wide range of planetary masses and radii, ranging

from gas giant planets to sub-Neptune and even terrestrial-size

planets in the solar neighborhood (Fressin et al., 2013;

Howard et al., 2012). The available statistics indicate a plane-

tary mass (size) function increasing with decreasing planet

mass (size), namely, that giant planets are comparatively rare

(Howard et al., 2012; Figure 1). It is estimated that 15% of

sunlike stars host at least one planet of 3–30 Earth masses

(ME), and an additional 14% of such stars have planets with

1–3 ME (Howard, 2013). Correlations of the planet occur-

rences with the metallicities of the host stars have also sug-

gested that formation of giant planets is positively correlated

with the metallicities of the stellar hosts (Fischer and Valenti,

2005), whereas low-mass planets are uncorrelated with the

stellar metallicity (Buchhave et al., 2012). Besides the statistical

correlations, exoplanets detected to date span a wide diversity

in orbital parameters (orbital periods, separations, eccentrici-

ties, inclinations, etc.), masses, radii, and temperatures, much

wider than the phase space spanned by planets in our solar

system. In recent years, it has even become possible to observe

the atmospheres of a wide range of exoplanets (e.g., Seager and

Deming, 2010).

The latest exoplanet surveys are increasingly focusing on

discovering low-mass planets around nearby stars, with the

ultimate aim of discovering Earth analogs in nearby stellar

systems. To date, masses and radii have already been measured

for over a dozen super-Earths, defined as those planets with

masses between 1 and 10 ME (see the succeeding text). Under-

standing the interiors and atmospheres of these super-Earths

represents a new frontier in exoplanet science. There are no

super-Earth analogs in our solar system. Limited data available

at present suggest that super-Earths may span a wide range of
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Figure 1 Average metallicity (proportion of elements heavier than
H and He) for planet-hosting stars and a number of observed planets
plotted as a function of planetary radius. The red symbols show the
average metallicity of the host stars with planets of different radii
grouped in 1.33 Earth radii and 4 Earth radii bins. The bin size is indicated
by the length of the horizontal line, and the uncertainty in the average
metallicity is given by the standard deviation. The gray histogram gives
the number of planets in each bin. Reproduced from Buchhave et al.
(2012) An abundance of small exoplanets around stars with a wide range
of metallicities. Nature 486: 375–377, with permission.
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possible compositions from iron-rich super-Mercuries and

molten lava planets to water worlds with thick steamy enve-

lopes and planets dominated by carbon. It is not yet known

what fraction of super-Earths are scaled-up versions of terres-

trial planets and which are scaled-down versions of ice giants

such as Neptune or lie somewhere in the continuum between

these compositions.

Knowledge of the mineralogy of super-Earth planets is essen-

tial to understanding their interior structure, thermal behavior,

and long-term evolution. The mineralogy will depend on bulk

composition and the pressures and temperatures of the interior.

The large sizes of super-Earth planets mean that interior pres-

sures are very high, posing a severe challenge for laboratory

experiments attempting to reproduce super-Earth conditions.

Quantum mechanical theoretical methods offer an effective

alternative means to evaluate interior mineralogy, but such

methods require testing and confirmation by experiment. New

laboratory techniques for extending the accessible pressure

range are undergoing rapid development. Combined with the

fast pace of advances in astronomical detection, observation,

and modeling of extrasolar planets, it is clear that the study of

super-Earth planets, while in its infancy today, will expand

rapidly in the coming years. This chapter reviews our current

understanding of mineral behavior at extreme pressure

(P)–temperature (T) conditions and its possible implications

for super-Earth planets. It is expected that future developments

will likely require substantial revisions in this understanding,

but much progress has been made to date, and a summary of

this progress is undertaken here. Other recent review articles

discussing possible internal structures and mineralogy of

exoplanets can be found elsewhere (Sotin et al., 2010;

Valencia, 2013).
2.07.2 Overview of Super-Earths

2.07.2.1 What Is a Super-Earth?

The term ‘super-Earth’ refers canonically to planets with masses

between 1 and 10ME (Seager et al., 2007; Valencia et al., 2006).

The upper limit of 10ME, though not well defined, is motivated

by the mass limit beyond which a solid protoplanetary core is

expected to be able to gravitationally attract and retain H2–He

gas from the surrounding nebula and thereby grow into a

Neptune- or Jupiter-sized planet. The corresponding radii of

super-Earths are generally in the range of 1–2.5 Earth radii,

though a few members above 2.5 Earth radii are now known.

As discussed elsewhere in this chapter, super-Earths can plau-

sibly encompass a wide range of compositions, but here, we

will focus our attention primarily on terrestrial-type composi-

tions, although possible planets enriched in carbon and water

will also be discussed.

We expect that the super-Earth family will encompass a

broad range of physical properties and orbital characteristics

and thus have the potential to exhibit a wide variety of climac-

tic regimes ranging from very hot for planets close to their stars

to beyond the ice line for planets at a great distance from their

hosts. The question of habitability of super-Earths is obviously

one of central importance (Seager, 2013). While this topic

is not directly addressed here, the interior mineralogy will

influence key habitability factors including the nature and
(2015), vol. 2, pp. 149-178 
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composition of the atmosphere, existence of plate tectonics,

and capacity to generate an internal magnetic field.

With no analogs in the solar system, it is presently unclear

what fraction of super-Earths are scaled-up terrestrial planets

and what fraction are scaled-down giant planets, which might

have lost their primordial envelopes to atmospheric escape.

The atmospheres of super-Earths may resemble those of ice

giants such as Uranus and Neptune with thick hydrogen-rich

atmospheres or terrestrial planets with secondary atmospheres

composed of heavy molecules such as CO2, O2, H2O, or other

components. Other possibilities having no solar system analog

include water-dominated atmospheres in planets that formed

beyond the snow line and migrated inward or planets with

secondary atmospheres of outgassed H2 (which might affect

the radius of the planet even for small amounts of hydrogen)

(Rogers and Seager, 2010). Detailed observations and charac-

terization of super-Earths are one of the most dynamic areas of

exoplanetary science today, with several unsolved problems at

the intersections of astrophysics, planetary science, and

geoscience.

 

in the legend. The black symbols with error bars show measured radii and
masses of known transiting super-Earths. Two possible values of radii are
shown for 55 Cancri e (55 Cnce). The red data point shows the radius
measured in the visible, and the blue data point shows a gray radius
obtained by combining visible and infrared measurements. For Corot-7b,
there are multiple measurements of the mass as discussed in the text. Only
the lower mass determination is shown here. Planetary properties were
obtained from the Exoplanet Orbit Database (Wright et al., 2011) and the
Exoplanet Data Explorer at exoplanets.org. Modified from Madhusudhan N,
Lee KKM, and Mousis O (2012) A possible carbon-rich interior in super-
Earth 55 Cancri e. Astrophysical Journal Letters 759(2): L40. http://dx.doi.
org/10.1088/2041-8205/759/2/L40, with permission.

 
 
 
 
 

2.07.2.2 Observations of Super-Earths

The past few years have seen a rise in the discoveries of super-

Earths. Increased photometric precision in transit surveys now

allows detection of planets even below Earth’s size. However,

since transit surveys can only measure the size but not the

mass, independent constraints on the planet masses need to

be obtained from alternative methods. Using the radial veloc-

ity method, currently achievable Doppler precisions have

allowed measurement of exoplanet masses down to �5 ME

for super-Earths in close orbits around stars of varied spectral

types (Charbonneau et al., 2009; Léger et al., 2009; Winn et al.,

2011). An alternative approach to measure mass has been

made possible by detections of multiplanet systems by the

Kepler space telescope. By measuring the transit timing varia-

tions of a transiting exoplanet induced by gravitational inter-

actions with other planets in the system, the mass of the

transiting exoplanet can be inferred dynamically. This

approach has led to mass measurements of many of the tran-

siting super-Earths known to date. Figure 2 shows the super-

Earths for which masses and radii have been measured so far.

The Kepler space telescope has discovered all but four of these

super-Earths, and the masses of many of them have been

determined dynamically. Measuring masses of all these Kepler

planets would not have been possible using the radial velocity

method alone because their host stars are too faint for the

required radial velocity precision. For the same reason, observ-

ing the atmospheres of these Kepler planets is very difficult

with current observational capabilities.

One of the major thrusts in exoplanet research is to detect

super-Earths orbiting low-mass stars and nearby bright stars. The

advantage of finding low-mass stars hosting super-Earths is that

for a given super-Earth mass and orbital period, the measure-

ment of both the planet mass and the planet radius becomes

easier for lower stellar mass and radius – that is, both the radial

velocity and the transit signals are larger. On the other hand,

brighter stars allow greater precision in the mass and radius

measurements. Both these situations are also particularly favor-

able to observe super-Earth atmospheres, since the favorable
Treatise on Geophysics, 2nd edition

 

stellar parameters allow better precision for spectroscopic obser-

vations of the super-Earths in the infrared. Consequently, of all

the super-Earths known to date, two are known to be particu-

larly good candidates for detailed characterization of their inte-

riors and atmospheres: (1) GJ 1214b, a super-Earth orbiting a

low-mass M Dwarf star, and (2) 55 Cancri e, a super-Earth

orbiting a nearby bright sunlike star. These and other super-

Earths are discussed in more detail in the succeeding text.
2.07.2.3 Interior Structure and Mass–Radius Relationships

Interior structure models for exoplanets are essential for inter-

preting observations of their masses, radii, and atmospheres

and for understanding the physicochemical diversity of plane-

tary systems. Detailed interior models exist for Earth and other

solar system planets satisfying geophysical observables and

geochemical and cosmochemical constraints (see Chapter

10.02). Models for exoplanets are constructed in a similar way

by assuming a spherically symmetric planet in hydrostatic equi-

librium. The planet is taken to be fully differentiated and sorted

into layers of increasing density with a fixed composition in

each layer. The interior structure is obtained by solving a set of

coupled differential equations for massm(r), pressure P(r), and

density r(r), using the equations for hydrostatic equilibrium:
, (2015), vol. 2, pp. 149-178 
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super-Earths detected to date. Planetary properties were obtained from
the Exoplanet Orbit Database (Wright et al., 2011) and the Exoplanet Data
Explorer at exoplanets.org.
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dP rð Þ
dr

¼ �Gm rð Þr rð Þ
r2

[1]

the mass of a spherical shell

dm rð Þ
dr

¼ 4pr2r rð Þ [2]

and an equation of state (EOS)

r rð Þ ¼ f T rð Þ, P rð Þð Þ [3]

where r is the radial distance from the planet’s center, G is the

gravitational constant, and T is the temperature.

Depending on composition, the interior models may

include layers representing an outer atmosphere or ocean, ice

layer, silicate mantle, and metallic core. Some layers may be

further subdivided due to phase or chemical changes within a

given region. The first detailed interior models for massive ter-

restrial planets were constructed by Valencia et al. (2006). Sub-

sequently, a number of additional models have been reported

(Fortney et al., 2007; Gong and Zhou, 2012; Grasset et al., 2009;

Madhusudhan et al., 2012; Rogers and Seager, 2010; Seager

et al., 2007; Sotin et al., 2007; Swift et al., 2012; Wagner et al.,

2012). In addition to terrestrial-type super-Earths, models have

also explored, for example, Fe-rich (super-Mercuries) (Valencia

et al., 2006), H2O-rich (‘ocean’ planets) (Sotin et al., 2007), and

C-rich compositions (‘diamond’ planets) (Madhusudhan

et al., 2012).

The temperature distribution in the interior depends on a

number of factors such as the initial temperature resulting

from accretion processes, the distribution of heat sources in

the interior, and the rate of heat transport, as well as the

external boundary condition set by incident irradiation from

the host star and any insulating effects of an overlying atmo-

sphere. While the temperature gradient throughout much of

the interior is likely to be adiabatic, the actual temperature is

only loosely constrained due to the uncertainties mentioned

earlier. Some interior models to date have incorporated detailed

thermal models by making various assumptions about physico-

chemical conditions and thermal properties in the planet,

whereas other models have mainly ignored thermal effects or

treated them in a simplified manner so far.

Surface temperatures of known super-Earths are expected to

range from �600 to �2500 K (Figure 3), which is a reflection of

the close orbital distances of most detections so far. The upper

range of surface temperatures is above the melting temperatures

of silicates and thus may result in the formation of a magma

ocean and a thick atmosphere due to extensive degassing from

the planet’s interior. Cooler surface temperatures allow for a

brittle crust and potentially volatile-rich oceans and atmospheres.

The interior model constrains mass–radius scaling relation-

ships that allow for interpretation of observational data on

exoplanets in terms of composition. For terrestrial composi-

tions, Valencia et al. (2006) obtained the following mass

(M)–radius (R) scaling expression for planets with 1–10 ME:

R

RE
¼ M

ME

� �0:267�0:272

[4]

where RE and ME are the radius and mass of the Earth. Other

studies have reported similar relationships (Grasset et al., 2009;

Sotin et al., 2007). For a representative ocean planet containing
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50 wt% H2O and 50 wt% refractory material (rock and metal),

the corresponding expression is (Sotin et al., 2007)

R

RE
¼ 1:262

M

ME

� �0:275
[5]

The interior models are used to make inferences regarding

internal structure and dynamics, cooling histories, magnetic

field generation, and other planetary properties. Figure 2 illus-

trates how the observed mass–radii values for super-Earths

compare with predictions from internal structure models for

solid planets with selected uniform compositions. These end-

member models delineate the ranges of masses and radii that

can exist for different categories of planets. In a more detailed

approach, Wagner et al. (2012) constructed a four-layer struc-

tural model for rocky exoplanets by combining eqns [1]–[3]

with energy balance equations and used these to model the

structure and internal dynamics of two recently discovered

super-Earths. Figure 4 shows the range of interior P–T condi-

tions predicted from their model for selected planetary masses.

Other studies produce broadly similar results for terrestrial-

type compositions (e.g., Sotin et al., 2007; Valencia et al.,

2006). The core–mantle boundary and central pressure as a

function of planetary mass are shown in Figure 5, for both the

rocky exoplanet modeled byWagner et al. (2012) and an ocean

planet consisting of 50% rocky material of terrestrial compo-

sition and 50% H2O (Sotin et al., 2007). Compared to Earth

where the core–mantle boundary pressure is 135 GPa and

�3000–4000 K, the conditions in a 10 ME terrestrial or ocean

planet reach �1200 GPa and �6000–7000 K. The correspond-

ing central pressure ranges from �2400 GPa and �6500 K

(ocean planet) to 3900 GPa and �10000 K (terrestrial planet)

(compared with 363 GPa and �6000 K for Earth).

Interpretation of observed mass–radius data for exoplanets

in terms of compositional models is limited by observational

uncertainties, model assumptions, and inherent degeneracies
(2015), vol. 2, pp. 149-178 
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(Rogers and Seager, 2010). There are a variety of sources of

observational uncertainties. Planet mass, radius, and equilib-

rium temperature are measured relative to the host star, so

reducing uncertainties in host star properties and improved

measurement precision can better constrain planetary proper-

ties. Beyond this, there remains a fundamental limitation

in the ability to determine composition given the limited

constraint of mean density. In many cases, a wide span of

compositions can fit the available data (Rogers and Seager,

2010; Valencia et al., 2006). Figure 6 illustrates the composi-

tional degeneracies in a 5ME planet consisting of H2O, a silicate

mantle, and an iron core (Valencia et al., 2009). Additional

constraints, such as atmospheric composition, may allow one

to distinguish among possible compositions. Uncertainties in

model assumptions such as the pressure–temperature–density

relation are also important and are discussed further in the

succeeding text.
2.07.2.4 Selected Super-Earths

To show the richness in potential super-Earth mineralogy,

here, we summarize the characteristics and possible internal

compositions of a few selected super-Earths.

CoRoT-7b was the first super-Earth planet to have its radius

determined (Léger et al., 2009). The value of this property from

transit observations is 1.58 (0.10) RE (Bruntt et al., 2010).

The mass is uncertain due to the high activity level of the

host star, and recent measurements yield MP¼5.2�0.8 ME

(Bruntt et al., 2010) or MP¼7.42�1.21 ME (Hatzes et al.,

2011) with nonoverlapping uncertainties. These correspond

to average densities of 7.2�1.8 and 10.4�1.8 g cm�3, respec-

tively. For comparison, the mean density of Earth is

5.5 g cm�3. The densities indicate that the planet has a domi-

nantly rock–metal interior structure (Figure 2). Models to date

yield compositions ranging from an Earth-like composition
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with a core of �30% of the mass for the lower-density case to

a more Mercury-like composition with a core that is 2/3 of the

total mass for the high-density case (Wagner et al., 2012). In

detail, models predict that the density of the mantle increases

by a factor of �2.2–2.5 from the surface value to the core–

mantle boundary (Wagner et al., 2012). The central pressure is

estimated to be as high as 2000 GPa in the low-density case

and 4000 GPa for the high-density model (Swift et al., 2012;

Wagner et al., 2012). The density of the Fe core at the center of

the planet is estimated to be �22 g cm�3 (Léger et al., 2011;

Wagner et al., 2012), representing approximately a threefold

compression of iron compared with ambient conditions.

CoRot-7b orbits very closely to its host star (G type) with a

semimajor axis of �0.017 AU. Thus, the surface is expected to

be very hot, and as the planet is tidally locked, a large variation

in dayside (�2500 K) and nightside (50–75 K) temperatures is

expected (Léger et al., 2011). This may result in the formation

of a lava ocean on the stellar-facing hemisphere of the planet

(Léger et al., 2011). Questions surrounding the origin of

CoRot-7b have also attracted interest. It has been speculated

that this planet could be a chthonian planet, resulting from the

stripping away of a gas or ice giant’s outer layers due to prox-

imity to its host star and leaving behind only the residual

central core (Lecavelier des Etangs et al., 2004). However,

recent mass-loss models suggest that Corot-7b was most likely

always a rocky planet (Leitzinger et al., 2011).

Another recently detected planet with similar properties is

Kepler-10b. Its radius (�1.4 RE) and mass (�4.6 ME) yield

a high average density (�8.8 g cm�3) (Batalha et al., 2011).

It also orbits a G-type parent star at a close distance

(a¼0.0168 AU). The interior composition is predicted to be

Mercury-like, similar to the high-density case for CoRoT-7b

(Wagner et al., 2012).

GJ 1214b appears to be intermediate between terrestrial

planets such as the Earth and the ice giants Neptune and
(2015), vol. 2, pp. 149-178 
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Uranus. It has a mass of 6.55�0.098 ME, but its density

(1.87�0.40 g cm�3) is only �1/3 that of the Earth. Possible

interior models include a rocky planet with an outgassed

atmosphere, a scaled-down version of Neptune (i.e., sub-

Neptune, a rocky/icy core with hydrogen-rich atmosphere),

or an ice-dominated interior analogous to Jupiter’s icy satellites

(Rogers and Seager, 2010). In any case, the low density implies

that it almost certainly has a significant gas component.

A discussion of current understanding of this planet’s atmo-

sphere is contained in the succeeding section.

55 Cancri e is a super-Earth orbiting a nearby G8V star with

an orbital period of 18 h. It has a mass of 8.37�0. 38ME and a

radius of 2.04�0.15 RE (Endl et al., 2012; Gillon et al., 2012)

yielding a density of�5.43 g cm�3, similar to the mean density

of the Earth. The interior composition has been suggested to be

composed of refractory materials (silicates and iron) with an

envelope (>10% by mass) of supercritical water (Demory

et al., 2011; Gillon et al., 2012; Winn et al., 2011). As an

alternative, the interior may be composed of Fe, C, SiC, and/

or silicates without a volatile envelope (Madhusudhan et al.,

2012). Figure 7 shows the range of silicate, metals, carbide,

and carbon compositions that can satisfy observational data

for this planet. Such a carbon-rich composition is plausible if

the protoplanetary disk reflected the composition of the host

star, which has been reported to be carbon-rich (DelgadoMena

et al., 2010). The possibility of carbon-rich planets with inte-

riors dominated by Fe, C, SiC, and/or silicates has previously

suggested based on stellar compositional abundances and

planetary formation models (Bond et al., 2010; Kuchner and

Seager, 2005; Madhusudhan et al., 2011). Planets with carbon-

rich interiors represent a potential new regime of interior struc-

ture, composition, and evolution compared to planets within

our solar system.
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2.07.2.5 Super-Earth Atmospheres

Only recently it has become possible to observe the atmospheres

of super-Earths. As discussed in Section 2.07.2.2, observing

super-Earth atmospheres requires particularly favorable condi-

tions in terms of the stellar hosts, that is, the star has to be either

relatively small or particularly bright. Atmospheric observations

have been reported for only two super-Earths to date, GJ 1214b

(Bean et al., 2010) and 55 Cancri e (Demory et al., 2011, 2012),

of which GJ 1214b is by far the most studied. Transmission

spectra of the atmosphere of GJ 1214b have not revealed any

molecular features over a wide wavelength range (0.6–5 mm). The

observed spectra are consistent with either an atmosphere with a

high mean molecular weight, implying a small scale height and

hence nondetection of molecular features within the precision of

the data, or the presence of thick clouds in the atmosphere, which

may be hydrogen-rich, thereby masking any molecular features.

Limited photometric data are also available for the super-Earth

55 Cancri e, which suggest multiple possible atmospheric com-

positions, depending on what is assumed for the interior compo-

sition. If an Earth-like oxygen-rich interior is assumed, the planet

is expected to host a thick envelope of supercritical water of 20%

by mass of the planet (Gillon et al., 2012; Winn et al., 2011).

However, Madhusudhan et al. (2012) suggested that the planet

could be carbon-rich in its interior, in which case available infra-

red data can be explained by a variety of different atmospheric

scenarios, including no atmosphere at all.

As the study of super-Earth atmospheres is still in its

infancy, several questions of observational and theoretical sig-

nificance lay open at the forefront. As alluded to earlier, one of

the key questions at the heart of the field concerns distinguish-

ing which super-Earths are Neptune-like and which are Earth-

like or have other compositions. Chemical characterization of
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their atmospheres may be a key step for distinguishing among

degenerate compositional models. On the other hand, cur-

rently known super-Earths span an extremely wide range in

thermochemical surface conditions (Figure 3). As such, the

possible atmospheric chemical compositions of super-Earths

are also diverse, beyond the gross distinction of H2-rich versus

H2-poor. While super-Earth atmospheres at the cooler end can

host vast complexes of condensates and aerosols (Miller-Ricci

and Fortney, 2010; Morley et al., 2013), the hottest of super-

Earths can host atmospheres of vaporized refractory species,

such as silicate-rich atmospheres (e.g., Schaefer et al., 2012).

The extent and nature of volatile content in super-Earth atmo-

spheres is also intricately linked to their evolutionary history.

Depending on their original mass, age, stellar properties, and

paths of formation and migration, some super-Earths may

retain significant envelopes of volatile species such as H2 or

water vapor for a significant fraction of their lives, whereas

others would be expected to have lost most of their original

atmospheres (e.g., Lopez et al., 2012). Most importantly,

the atmospheric compositions of super-Earths are intricately

linked to their interior compositions. Traditionally, atmo-

spheres of super-Earths have largely been studied assuming

water as the key volatile (Lopez et al., 2012; Rogers and

Seager, 2010; Valencia et al., 2007a), motivated by the

oxygen-rich composition of the Earth. However, alternate inte-

rior compositions may lead to very different atmospheric

compositions. For example, carbon-rich super-Earths (e.g.,

Madhusudhan et al., 2012) may be devoid of significant

amounts of water vapor in the atmosphere, as water ice may

be chemically inhibited in carbon-rich formation environ-

ments. Consequently, understanding the atmospheres and

interior mineralogies of super-Earths is a critical step in asses-

sing the phase space of possible compositions for these bodies.

 

2.07.3 Theoretical and Experimental Techniques
for Ultrahigh-Pressure Research

Interpretation of mass–radius relationships for super-Earths

requires knowledge of the equation of state (EOS) of planetary

materials, and construction of detailed thermal and evolution-

ary models requires further understanding of a broader range

of thermodynamic, rheological, and transport properties. The

P–T conditions of super-Earth interiors (Figures 4 and 5)

typically lie above the range of direct laboratory experiments

but below the validity of ultrahigh-pressure theoretical EOSs

such as the Thomas–Fermi–Dirac (TFD) model (Valencia et al.,

2009). This section summarizes the basic theoretical and

experimental approaches now being used to explore and pre-

dict the relevant material properties under super-Earth

conditions.
 

2.07.3.1 Theoretical Methods

Planetary materials are now routinely studied by means of

first-principles or ab initio quantum mechanical simulations.

These methods refer to calculations based on the many-body

Schrödinger equation, where empirically determined param-

eters are not used; thus, these methods are based solely on

the properties of electrons and nuclei with no input from
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experiment. Although approximations to these methods are

necessary in order to efficiently solve the equations, these

approximations are well tested for a wide range of materials

and conditions.

Density functional theory (DFT) is arguably the most suc-

cessful first-principles method to study the high-pressure

(ground-state) behavior of terrestrial materials and has been

described in detail elsewhere (e.g., Gillan et al., 2006;

Wentzcovitch and Stixrude, 2010; Chapters 2.08 and 2.11).

Approximations such as the local density approximation

(LDA) and generalized gradient approximation (GGA) are

used in practice with DFT to treat the exchange and correlation

between the electrons in the computation of energies. To

include high-temperature effects requires more demanding

computations than for ground-state (i.e., zero-temperature)

simulations because at high temperature, the free energy

plays the essential role, and an accurate calculation of this

requires expensive sampling of phase space.

DFT calculations have been extensively tested against exper-

iment at lower pressures, and the successes and limitations of

the method are well established. For many planetary materials,

the accuracy of LDA and GGA is typically �1–2% for bond

lengths and unit cell dimensions,�5% for vibrational frequen-

cies, and �15% for elastic constants (Oganov et al., 2013).

At the extreme conditions of exoplanets and giant planet

cores, DFT methods are not well tested as yet. Current imple-

mentations of DFT use pseudopotentials, which are effective

potentials that describe the valence electrons but exclude

core electrons. Pseudopotential calculations may not be accu-

rate when compressions are sufficiently high such that core

electrons begin to participate in chemical bonds (Umemoto

et al., 2006a). In such cases, the use of all-electron methods

or pseudopotentials that include core orbitals would be

necessary. One study that compared Fe pseudopotentials

to all-electron calculations at super-Earth pressures yielded

identical results with the two methods, supporting the con-

tinued reliability of pseudopotential methods (Cottenier

et al., 2011).

For materials at moderate temperatures (i.e., less than the

Debye temperature), a generally useful approach is the quasi-

harmonic approximation (QHA), where the potential energy

of the crystal is expanded to second order in the displacement

of the atoms from their equilibrium positions. This has been

shown to work well for important Earth minerals such as

ferropericlase (Mg,Fe)O and Mg-silicate perovskite (Mg,Fe,Al)

SiO3, although there are exceptions such as Ca-silicate perov-

skite, CaSiO3, due to its anharmonicity (Wentzcovitch et al.,

2010). The QHA method has been applied to determine phase

diagrams of MgSiO3, SiO2, CaSiO3, etc. (Tsuchiya and

Tsuchiya, 2011; Umemoto and Wentzcovitch, 2011; Wu

et al., 2011), under super-Earth interior conditions as discussed

in the succeeding text, but it has not yet been well tested

through comparison with experiment at ultrahigh pressures.

For highly anharmonic solids and liquids or harmonic

solids at higher temperatures, molecular dynamics (MD) or

Monte Carlo (MC) techniques are used to sample phase

space. For MD, the approach is to move the ions according to

the Newton’s equations of motion (e.g., Fi¼midvi/dt) where

each atom i has a massm, velocity v, and force F acting upon it.

With appropriately small time steps (e.g., <1/20th of a
(2015), vol. 2, pp. 149-178 
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vibrational period), one can approximate the solution of the

equationofmotion (Verlet, 1967).MDsimulations are attractive

because they also provide information on dynamics and can be

used to simulate diffusion behavior, viscosities, and electrical

and transport properties, all of which are important for under-

standing the interiors and evolution of exoplanets (Swift et al.,

2012). MC techniques, such as path integral MC, are among the

most accurate finite-temperature quantum simulation methods

available as they include all correlation effects and track all

electrons and the nuclei (Ceperley, 2010). They are efficient at

high temperatures (>�5000 K) and can provide a good descrip-

tion of matter reaching up to a fully ionized plasma state. At

lower temperatures, the computations become prohibitively

expensive, and thus, it becomes more efficient to use a ground-

state simulationmethod such as quantumMC (Ceperley, 2010).

For the mineralogy expected for super-Earths, these high-

temperature methods have not been widely employed yet at

super-Earth conditions (e.g., Seager et al., 2007) especially as

compared to models for the interiors of Jupiter (or larger)-sized

planets where the most abundant elements, H and He, are very

sensitive to temperatures (e.g., Militzer andHubbard, 2009). For

heavier materials, the effect of temperature is less important for

the EOSs and the resulting mass–radius relationships that are

computed from them. High-temperature studies, however, are

important for determining the thermal state of a planet and its

thermochemical and thermomechanical evolution.

An important recent stride in first-principles theory is the

development of approaches for crystal structure prediction that

do not require candidate structures as input. This can be partic-

ularly useful under the extreme pressures of exoplanets where

information on possible crystal structures may be uncertain or

incomplete. Ab initio crystal structure prediction requires

methods to search through the potentially large space of possi-

ble structures to locate the ground-state structure in an efficient

manner. Approaches developed for this include evolutionary

algorithms (Glass et al., 2006) and random structure searching

(Pickard andNeeds, 2011). Applications of thesemethods so far

at exoplanet-relevant pressures include studies of carbon

(Martinez-Canales et al., 2012), iron (Pickard and Needs,

2009), and the Mg–O system (Zhu et al., 2013). It is expected

that many more applications of these approaches will be forth-

coming in the future.

 

 
 
 
 
 

2.07.3.2 Experimental Techniques

High-pressure experimental techniques can be divided into

static and dynamic methods. For achieving high static pres-

sures, the diamond anvil cell (DAC) provides the widest

pressure–temperature coverage. Dynamic experiments fall

into two categories: shock compression and ramp compres-

sion. Shock compression techniques are well established and

have been applied to many types of materials. Ramp compres-

sion is an emerging technique with the potential to cover

regions of P–T space not easily accessed with either DACs or

conventional shock methods. Each of these techniques is

discussed in turn in this section.

2.07.3.2.1 Diamond anvil cell
The DAC is the most widely used device for high-pressure

research (see Chapter 2.11). In DAC experiments, a small
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(�10–100 mm) sample is compressed between two gem-quality

diamonds. The highest reported pressure achieved in the DAC to

date is 640 GPa (Dubrovinsky et al., 2012), but the vast majority

of DAC measurements are carried out at less than 200 GPa. The

sample can be heated while under pressure using resistive or laser

heating techniques allowing temperatures up to several thousand

Kelvin to be achieved. Recently, the highest combined P–T con-

ditions yet achieved in the laser-heated DAC, approaching

400 GPa and 6000 K, have been reported (Tateno et al., 2010).

The transparency of diamond in the visible, infrared, and

x-ray portions of the spectrum enables application of a variety of

optical and x-ray techniques under in situ high-pressure condi-

tions with this device. Static compression studies using the DAC

have thus enabled exploration of a wide range of phenomena

in materials at pressures of up to �200 GPa and temperatures

ranging from near zero to several thousand Kelvin. The study of

crystal structures, phase transformations, EOSs, and other ther-

modynamic properties is a major focus of static high-pressure

studies (Duffy, 2005). Significant changes in atomic bonding

occur at high pressures, and materials also undergo major

changes in mechanical and rheological properties.

At present, the DAC can sample most of the P–T range

expected in the Earth’s interior. Further development of dia-

mond cell technology promises to expand the available pressure

range further and, equally importantly, expand the types and

accuracy of experiments that can be performed. Yet, it is unlikely

that DAC techniques will be able to reach the full range of P–T

conditions that are expected to be encountered in super-Earth

exoplanets (Figures 4 and 5). For higher-pressure experiments,

dynamic compression techniques are required.
2.07.3.2.2 Dynamic compression
Shock compression is the major technique used for achieving

high pressures dynamically. Shock wave studies have wide

applications to understanding high-pressure behavior, impact

phenomena, and the high-strain rate response of all types of

materials. A review of shock compression studies for planetary

applications is given by Ahrens (1987) and in Chapter 2.16.

A shock wave is a large-amplitude mechanical wave across

which pressure, density, particle velocity, temperature, and

other material properties change nearly discontinuously

(Boslough and Asay, 1993; Figure 8). Shock waves propagate

with supersonic velocity (relative to unshocked material), and

unlike acoustic waves, their velocity is amplitude-dependent.

For shock waves that propagate in a steady manner, the

Rankine–Hugoniot equations express conservation of mass,

momentum, and energy across the shock discontinuity:

r
r0

¼ US

US � up
[6]

P � P0 ¼ r0USup [7]

E� E0 ¼ 1

2
P þ P0ð Þ 1=r0 � 1=rð Þ [8]

whereUS is the shock wave velocity, up is the particle velocity, E

is the specific internal energy, and the subscript 0 refers to the

initial unshocked state.

Shock compression is highly irreversible, and a substantial

portion of the energy in a shock wave goes into raising the
, (2015), vol. 2, pp. 149-178 
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Figure 8 Schematic illustration of a shock wave (left) and a ramp wave
(right). The ramp loading wave consists of an initial shock, followed by
ramp loading to higher pressures. Modified from Nellis WJ (2007)
Adiabat-reduced isotherms at 100 GPa pressures. High Pressure
Research 27: 393–407, with permission.
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Figure 9 Thermodynamic curves for high-pressure experiments
illustrating the isotherm (diamond anvil experiments), isentrope
(approached by ramp compression), and Hugoniot (shock wave
experiments). Ramp compression can sample the P–T–r space between
the principal isentrope and the shock Hugoniot curve.
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entropy of the material. As a result, temperature rises with

compression. At low pressure, the temperature rise is modest,

but temperature increases strongly at higher compression.

Shock heating ultimately leads to melting of solids. This typi-

cally occurs at pressures of �100–300 GPa for refractory mate-

rials of planetary interest, so shock wave experiments at

ultrahigh pressures are probing high-temperature liquid states.

There is also a limiting value to the achievable compression as

the shock energy becomes increasingly partitioned into addi-

tional heating of the sample rather than compression

( Johnson, 1999).

Standard shock wave techniques use gas guns to accelerate a

flyer plate to several km s�1, which generates a shock wave

when impacting a sample. The shock and particle velocities

are measured using laser interferometry or a streak camera.

This enables the thermodynamic state (P, r, and E) to be

constrained through application of the Rankine–Hugoniot

equations (eqns [6]–[8]). As shown in Figure 9, the Hugoniot

curve is the locus of final states achieved with a single shock
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from a given set of initial conditions (note that it is not the

thermodynamic path followed by the shocked material). Each

shock compression experiment thus determines a single datum

on the Hugoniot curve. An important consequence of eqns

[6]–[8] is that an independent pressure calibrant is not

required for shock experiments as pressure is determined

from the measured flow variables and conservation of momen-

tum. For this reason, reduced shock wave data are commonly

used for the calibration of pressure standards in static DAC

experiments (Nellis, 2007). Note also that the Hugoniot equa-

tions do not constrain temperature directly, but this can be

obtained in many cases by a measurement of the thermal

radiation emitted by the shocked sample (Eggert et al., 2009;

Luo et al., 2004; Svendsen and Ahrens, 1987).

In addition to gas-gun experiments, high-powered lasers

and magnetic pulsed power facilities are increasingly being

used for dynamic loading of materials. There are several large

laser facilities worldwide including the VULCAN laser, an

eight-beam 2.5 kJ Nd: glass laser at the Rutherford Appleton

Laboratory (Danson et al., 1998; Ross et al., 1981); the Omega

laser, a 60-beam 30-kJ Nd: glass laser at the University of

Rochester (Boehly et al., 1997); and the National Ignition

Facility (NIF) at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,

which is a 192-beam laser with up to 2 MJ of laser energy

(Moses, 2011). In experiments at these facilities, irradiance

from a short (�ns), intense laser pulse causes the surface of

the sample under study to ablate, and the plasma blowoff

creates a strong compression wave that propagates through

the sample (Figure 10). The Z machine at Sandia National

Laboratory is a pulsed power accelerator that can produce

currents to 20 MA and magnetic fields to 10 MG that is also

capable of ultrahigh-pressure dynamic compression experi-

ments (Matzen et al., 2005).

Thermodynamic paths of interest for compressed states of

matter are compared in Figure 9. The isotherm is the pressure–

volume response of the material at constant temperature. The

300 K isotherm can be measured in a DAC experiment,

whereas the 0 K isotherm or cold curve can be obtained from

ground-state DFT calculations. The Hugoniot is the result of

adiabatic, but highly irreversible shock compression, resulting

in a high-temperature shock state and a pressure offset from

the isotherm that increases with compression. At lower pres-

sures, where shock heating is small, the Hugoniot is close to

the isentrope (neglecting strength effects), but these diverge

increasingly at higher pressures. The isentrope is the thermo-

dynamic path that corresponds to continuous compression

that is both adiabatic and reversible. In this case, there is a

modest temperature rise resulting from compression, and the

isentrope lies above the isotherm.

An alternative dynamic loading technique that is attracting

interest for the study of materials under exoplanetary condi-

tions is ramp loading (Bradley et al., 2009; Lorenz et al., 2005).

In this case, the material is dynamically loaded at a slower rate

corresponding to rise times of 10–100 ns, compared with

�1 ps for shock compression (Figure 8). These loading rates

are sufficiently slow that isentropic, rather than shock, com-

pression is produced at least ideally. A ramp compression wave

can be viewed in the limit where the compression wave is

broken up into a series of weak shocks that isentropically

compress the sample up to the final pressure. In reality, there
(2015), vol. 2, pp. 149-178 
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Figure 10 Schematic diagram illustrating laser-based dynamic compression experiment.
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will be irreversible work and heating due to dissipative pro-

cesses such defect generation and motion, and so the term

‘quasi-isentropic’ is sometimes used.

Ramp loading has a number of potential advantages for

studying materials at ultrahigh pressures. The lower entropies

achieved upon ramp loading mean that the amount of

heating will be much less than for shock compression and,

consequently, solids can be compressed to very high pressures

without experiencingmelting. It enables access to the wide range

of P–T states that lie between the isotherm and the Hugoniot

(Figure 9). In addition, ramp loading allows measurement of a

continuum of pressure–density states along the load curve,

unlike steady shock compression, which yields only one point

on the Hugoniot per experiment. However, ramp loading

conditions can be challenging to maintain experimentally

because sound velocities normally increase with pressure, and

large-amplitude pressure waves thus tend to steepen into shocks.

Ramp compression can be carried out using various tech-

niques including projectile impact methods, pulsed magnetic

sources, and high-powered pulsed lasers as described earlier for

shock compression. Laser ramp compression experiments on

the 30 kJ Omega laser have probed materials such as diamond,

iron, and magnesium oxide to pressures as high as 900 GPa

(Bradley et al., 2009; Coppari et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013).

x-Ray diffraction can also be carried out in ramp loading

experiments (Rygg et al., 2012). In these experiments, a thin

powder sample, held between diamond plates, is ramp- or

shock-compressed using a laser source. Wave reverberations

between the sample and diamond plates create a state of uni-

form pressure in the sample. Measurement of the velocity

history of the rear diamond, together with the known EOS of

diamond (Bradley et al., 2009), allows determination of the

pressure history of the thin sample. A second set of lasers are

used to irradiate a thin foil creating a quasimonochromatic

x-ray source. The x-rays impinge on the sample through a

collimating pinhole, allowing a diffraction pattern to be
Treatise on Geophysics, 2nd edition

 

recorded on image plates surrounding the sample. x-Ray dif-

fraction data on MgO have been measured to 900 GPa by this

technique (Coppari et al., 2013). This provides direct determi-

nation of the pressure–density states and provides a means to

directly determine crystal structures under dynamic loading at

extreme conditions for the first time.
2.07.4 Equations of State

The EOS is a relationship between the pressure, temperature,

and density of a material in thermal equilibrium. The r(P, T )
EOS is one of the most important high-pressure material prop-

erties and an essential component of interior structure models

for exoplanets as discussed earlier (eqns [1]–[3]). For the range

of plausible masses of super-Earths (1–10 ME), the interior

pressures and temperatures are expected to be very high (to

�4000 GPa, 10000 K) (Figures 4 and 5) and require accurate

characterization of the EOS over large compression. The vari-

ous experimental and theoretical techniques that can be used

for EOSmeasurements have been discussed earlier. Experimen-

tal compression data are typically fit using semiempirical EOS

such as the Birch–Murnaghan or the Vinet equation. The

Birch–Murnaghan EOS (Birch, 1952) is widely used in geo-

physics and is derived from a power series expansion of the free

energy in finite strain. To the third order in Eulerian strain, the

Birch–Murnaghan equation is given by

P¼ 3

2
K0

V0

V

� �7=3

� V0

V

� �5=3
" #

1þ3

4
K

0
0�4

h i V0

V

� �2=3

�1

" #( )

[9]

where V is the volume, K is the bulk modulus, K0 is the pressure
derivative of the bulk modulus, @K/@P, and the subscript

0 refers to ambient-pressure conditions. Parameters of the

EOS are typically fit using experimental data from DAC
, (2015), vol. 2, pp. 149-178 
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experiments or shock compression data appropriately cor-

rected for thermal effects. Uncertainties in the Birch–Murna-

ghan EOS arise from truncation of the power series (typically

to the third order in strain) and the choice of finite strain

measure. This equation has been used to represent the EOS in

several studies of exoplanet interiors to date (Seager et al.,

2007; Sotin et al., 2007; Valencia et al., 2006).

Another EOS widely used for solids is the Vinet equation

(Vinet et al., 1986, 1989):

P ¼ 3K0
1� X

X2
exp

3

2
K

0
0 � 1

� �
1� Xð Þ

� �
[10]

whereX¼(V/V0)
1/3. This equation is based on a Rydberg intera-

tomic potential and is expected to be applicable to solids with

a wide range of bonding types. Comparisons of EOSs with

experimental and theoretical data over wide ranges of compres-

sion support the reliability of the Vinet equation for best char-

acterizing experimental data (Cohen et al., 2000). This

equation or a modified form of it has also been adopted for

exoplanet interior modeling (Valencia et al., 2007b; Wagner

et al., 2012). Examples of EOSs formajor potential components

(Fe, MgSiO3, and H2O) of super-Earths are shown in Figure 11.

The effects of temperature on the EOS can be included using

one of several thermal models (Duffy and Wang, 1998).

A particularly useful approach is the Mie–Grüneisen–Debye

formulation, which uses a thermal correction to the isothermal

EOS that accounts for lattice vibrations with a cutoff frequency

corresponding to the Debye frequency ( Jackson and Rigden,

1996). The total pressure is divided into a cold term, Pc, and a

thermal term, Pth:

P V ;Tð Þ ¼ Pc Vð Þ þ Pth V ;Tð Þ [11]

The reference isotherm, Pc, is given by an EOS such as the

Vinet or Birch–Murnaghan equation. The thermal pressure is

obtained from

Pth ¼ g
V

E T; yð Þ � Ec Tc; yð Þ½ � [12]
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where E is the thermal energy, g is the Grüneisen parameter,

and y is the Debye temperature. The thermal energy can be

calculated from the Debye model:

E T; yð Þ ¼ 9nRT
T

y

� �3ðy=T
0

t3dt= et � 1ð Þ [13]

where n is the number of atoms per formula unit and R is the

gas constant. The Debye temperature and Grüneisen parame-

ters are functions of volume according to

g Vð Þ ¼ g0
V

V0

� �q

[14]

and

y ¼ y0 exp g0 � g Vð Þð Þ=q½ � [15]

where q controls the volume dependence of g. The complete

Mie–Grüneisen–Debye equation thus requires specification or

determination of six parameters: V0, K0, K0
0, g0, y0, and q. The

thermal parameters can be obtained from P–V–T experimental

data or from measurements or estimates from elasticity or

other thermodynamic data (Duffy and Wang, 1998; Jackson

and Rigden, 1996). Under super-Earth conditions, the effect of

temperature on density is considered to be of second-order

importance compared to the pressure effect (Seager et al.,

2007; Valencia et al., 2007a), so the thermal EOS only plays a

minor role in determining the mass–radius relationship. The

thermodynamic properties, however, are essential for thermal

and evolutionary models of exoplanets (e.g., Wagner et al.,

2012). The Grüneisen parameter plays a particularly important

role. Interior temperatures in super-Earths are expected to be

sufficiently hot that thermal convection will be a dominant

heat transport mechanism. For a convecting super-Earth, the

adiabatic temperature gradient, (@T/@r)S, is given by

@T

@r

� �
s

¼ � rggT
KS

[16]

where r is the planetary radius, g is gravitational acceleration,

and KS is the adiabatic bulk modulus. While absolute temper-

atures of a planet will depend on many factors as discussed

previously, the adiabatic gradient determines the slope of the

temperature profile for convecting regions in the mantle and

core. The Grüneisen parameter is also used to estimate the

melting temperatures of mantle and core materials through

Lindemann’s law (Gaidos et al., 2010; Poirier, 2000;

Stamenkovic et al., 2011; Valencia et al., 2006).

Another P–V–T EOS that has been used for modeling exo-

planets is ANEOS (Thompson, 1990; Thompson and Lauson,

1972), which is a long-standing EOS widely used in the model-

ing of shock experiments and impact events. It uses a thermo-

dynamically consistent Helmholtz free energy formulation that

extrapolates to the Thomas–Fermi limit (discussed in the suc-

ceeding text) at ultrahigh pressures. ANEOS is largely based on

experimental shock wave data with thermal corrections using

the Grüneisen parameter. An advantage of this EOS is the correct

asymptotic behavior at very high pressures, but potential limi-

tations include its approximate treatment of phase transitions,

large thermal corrections fromHugoniot conditions to the high-

P, lower-T conditions of planetary interiors, and limited options

for modeling geological materials (Melosh, 2007). However, a
(2015), vol. 2, pp. 149-178 
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recent comparison of EOSs for exoplanet applications con-

cluded that ANEOS does work well in the pressure regime of

particular interest for exoplanet interiors (Grasset et al., 2009).

Since EOSs must be extrapolated to very high pressures

beyond the range of experiments, their reliability at high com-

pressions must be evaluated. Stacey (2000) suggests that K 01,

the asymptotic limit of the pressure derivative of the bulk

modulus as pressure goes to infinity, can be used as an addi-

tional criterion for evaluating EOSs. A constraint on K 01
obtained from thermodynamic relationships at this infinite

limit can be used to modify the Vinet equation to be consistent

with this limit (Stacey and Davis, 2004). At extreme pressures,

all materials are expected to reach the Thomas–Fermi limit of

a free electron gas with embedded nuclei. In this case, the

pressure of the degenerate electron gas is calculated using the

TFD approximation. TFD-based electronic structure theory

(Salpeter and Zapolsky, 1967) is expected to provide an ade-

quate EOS at pressures exceeding�10 TPa (Grasset et al., 2009;

Seager et al., 2007). Uncertainty in the EOS therefore is pri-

marily in the regime between 0.2 and 10 TPa, beyond the limit

of most experimental data and below the validity of the high-

density, fully ionized limit. Existing EOSs for planetary mate-

rials can differ by �20–30% in the 100 GPa to 10 TPa range

(Baraffe et al., 2008). Comparisons of models with different

EOSs suggest that uncertainty in EOS translates into an uncer-

tainty in radius of �2–3% for a given mass planet (Fortney

et al., 2009; Wagner et al., 2011). As this uncertainty is com-

parable to the expected precision in future telescope observa-

tions of transits, reducing EOS uncertainty is needed to make

structure models more accurate.

 

 
 
 
 
 

2.07.5 Mineralogy at Super-Earth Interior Conditions

2.07.5.1 Composition of Super-Earths

The bulk composition of a planet should reflect that of its host

star as modified by planet-forming processes within the proto-

planetary disk. In general, a wide range of bulk compositions for

terrestrial-type planets should be possible, in principle. Themin-

eralogy of terrestrial super-Earths can be modeled assuming an

Earth-like composition as a starting point. The composition of

Earth is dominated by O, Fe, Mg, and Si with lesser amounts of

Ca and Al (McDonough and Sun, 1995). The Earth’s interior

consists of a mantle composed of Mg-rich silicates and oxides

overlying ametallic Fe core, with other species inminor amounts

(see Chapters 2.03, 2.06, and 10.02).

Measured photospheric stellar abundances of the elements

provide constraints on both internal and atmospheric compo-

sitions of exoplanets as well as insights into what characteris-

tics of protoplanetary clouds favor planetary formation

(Delgado Mena et al., 2010). The Mg/Si, Fe/Si, and C/O ratios

are important for determining the mineralogy and structure of

terrestrial planets. The Mg/Si ratio will control the relative

abundance of the major silicates such as pyroxenes (Mg/

Si¼1) and olivine (Mg/Si¼2). The solar and bulk Earth Mg/

Si values are close to one (Asplund et al., 2009; Kargel and

Lewis, 1993; McDonough and Sun, 1995). Photospheric mea-

surements of planet-hosting stars show a range of Mg/Si values

ranging from �0.7 to �1.4 (Delgado Mena et al., 2010). In

simulations of planetary formation that included variable
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chemical composition in the protoplanetary disk, terrestrial

planets with variable compositions, some very different from

Earth, were found (Bond et al., 2010). Models of systems with

low Mg/Si ratios yield planets that are Mg-depleted compared

to Earth and are formed from silicates such as pyroxenes and

feldspars (Carter-Bond et al., 2012a). However, studies of the

relationship between solar abundances, meteorites, and Earth

bulk compositions have shown that the relationship between

planetary compositions and stellar abundances is complex

(Drake and Righter, 2002).

The bulk Fe/Si ratio is an important parameter for deter-

mining the size of the metallic core in a terrestrial exoplanet.

Values of core mass fraction used in typical models to date are

based on analogy to our solar system and range from Earth-like

(�33%) to Mercury-like (�66%), while end-member models

ranging from pure core to a silicate-only coreless planet are

useful for delineating the range of mass–radius space poten-

tially occupied by rocky planets. The core mass fraction will

depend not only on bulk Fe content but also on core formation

processes that partition Fe between mantle and core (Elkins-

Tanton and Seager, 2008). It may also be affected by loss of a

planet’s mantle due to large impacts or evaporation due to

stellar irradiation. For planets of our solar system, the Mg#

(¼molar Mg/MgþFe) of the mantle is known for only Earth

and Mars and ranges between 0.7 and 0.9. The distribution of

Fe between mantle and core has little overall effect on the

mass–radius relationship (Elkins-Tanton and Seager, 2008;

Fortney et al., 2009).

The presence of water or other hydrous phases in a

terrestrial-type planet is of particular interest as an essential

component of habitability. The presence of water can also

affect melting behavior and rheology and may affect the like-

lihood of plate tectonics (Korenaga, 2010). Migration of giant

planets may greatly increase the efficiency of delivery of water

and hydrous phases to growing terrestrial planets even pro-

moting formation of ocean planets and wet Earths (Carter-

Bond et al., 2012b). Close proximity to the host star, on the

other hand, can lead to intense heating, which would be

expected to strip volatiles from the planet.

Long-lived radioactive elements (40K, 232Th, 235U, and
238U) play an important role as internal heat sources in the

Earth, controlling internal temperatures and thermal evolu-

tion. The amount of internal heating relative to basal heating

in the mantle will affect both internal and surface dynamics

(van Heck and Tackley, 2011). Most models of extrasolar

planets to date have assumed chondritic abundances of these

elements (Tachinami et al., 2011), but the range of possible

variability is poorly constrained. Ice-rich planets may be sig-

nificantly cooler in the interior compared to rocky planets of

the same mass due to reduced abundance of radioactive ele-

ments (Sotin et al., 2007).

The C/O ratio is a chemical parameter that controls the

distribution of Si among oxides and carbides (Bond et al.,

2010). Under equilibrium conditions in the innermost region

of the protoplanetary disk, a C/O value <0.8 leads to interiors

dominated by silicates (Figure 12). When the C/O ratio is

>0.8, Si exists as SiC with additional C also present. Further

out in the disk, silicates dominate but the resulting planets can

be carbon-rich. The types of rocky planets that may form under

high C/O ratios have been classified as carbon planets
, (2015), vol. 2, pp. 149-178 
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(Kuchner and Seager, 2005). A wide range of C/O values have

been observed in the photospheric abundances of exoplanet

host stars with about one-third of planet-hosting stars having

C/O values >0.8 (Delgado Mena et al., 2010; see also Petigura

and Marcy, 2011). On the other hand, some recent studies
Treatise on Geophysics, 2nd edition, 

 

have suggested that previous determinations of high C/O in

stars could have been overestimated due to systematic errors in

estimating the C and O abundances and that carbon-rich

main-sequence stars, and hence carbon planets, would be

rare (Fortney, 2012; Nissen, 2013).
(2015), vol. 2, pp. 149-178 
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2.07.5.2 Crystal Structures and Phase Transitions
in Minerals at Ultrahigh Pressures

The Earth’s mantle extends to a depth of �2900 km and

reaches a maximum pressure of �135 GPa (Dziewonski and

Anderson, 1981). The upper mantle above 660 km depth is

composed mainly of the minerals olivine, pyroxene, and gar-

net. These minerals undergo a series of phase transitions to

denser structures under upper mantle conditions. The major

discontinuity at 660 km depth is due to a series of phase

transitions culminating in formation of (Mg,Fe)SiO3 perov-

skite and (Mg,Fe)O ferropericlase, the two most abundant

phases in the lower mantle. Mg-perovskite undergoes a further

transformation to the CaIrO3-type postperovskite structure

near the base of the mantle, a few hundred km above the

core. The other main mineral of the lower mantle is CaSiO3

perovskite. The composition of the bulk of the lower mantle,

by volume, is expected to be about 70% Mg-perovskite, 20%

ferropericlase, and 10% Ca-perovskite (see Chapter 2.03).

The Earth’s core accounts for approximately one-third of

Earth’s mass. Cosmochemical and geophysical evidence indi-

cates that the core not only is mostly iron but also contains Ni

and about 10% bymass of a lighter element. The candidates for

the major light element of the core are S, O, Si, C, and H, but it

is not yet certain which of these is dominant. The core is

divided into a small, solid inner core (about 2% of Earth’s

total mass) and a larger, liquid outer core. The inner core

grows slowly over time as the Earth cools. The inner core

contains fewer light elements than the outer core, and thus,

the composition of the outer core is becoming slowly enriched

with lighter elements over time as the inner core grows. This

partitioning of lighter elements during inner core crystalliza-

tion is an important contributor to the driving forces for con-

vective motion of the outer core fluid from which the Earth’s
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magnetic field is generated. For more details on the core, see

Chapter 2.06.

The internal mineralogy of super-Earths will depend on the

composition of each planetary layer and pressure and temper-

ature. Here, we review the current understanding of mineral-

ogy and crystal structures of likely phases of relevance. For

terrestrial super-Earths, we focus on simple oxides and silicates:

MgO, FeO, CaO, Al2O3, SiO2, and MgSiO3 (Figure 13). Prop-

erties of the end-member oxides are an important starting

point to understand solid solution, solubility, and dissociation

reactions in plausible mineral assemblages. Even for these

simple compositions, the phase diagrams are only beginning

to be explored at the high P–T conditions characteristic of

super-Earth and exoplanet interiors. The behavior of Fe and

Fe alloys relevant to the high-pressure conditions expected in

super-Earth cores will also be reviewed. The behavior of car-

bon, H2O, and other ices is also relevant given the possible

range in super-Earth composition extending from terrestrial to

Neptune-like planets. C and H2O are, of course, of special

interest due to their importance for addressing questions

of habitability and the existence of life. The behavior of all

these materials at ultrahigh pressures is not only of interest

for super-Earths but also relevant to understanding the cores

of giant planets (Chapter 10.16), both in our solar system and

beyond.
2.07.5.2.1 MgO
MgO (periclase) is the end-member of the (Mg,Fe)O solid

solution. Its high-pressure behavior has attracted much atten-

tion due to its simple structure, wide stability field, and geo-

physical importance. MgO crystallizes in the B1 rock-salt

structure, and static compression experiments have shown

that the B1 phase remains stable to at least 250 GPa
SiO2 Al2O3
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PostperovskiteB2
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(Dorfman et al., 2012; Duffy et al., 1995). Experimental and

theoretical constraints on the MgO phase diagram are summa-

rized in Figure 14. Theoretical calculations predict a transfor-

mation to the B2 CsCl-type structure with an increase in Mg

coordination from 6 to 8 around 400–600 GPa at 0 K (Alfe

et al., 2005; Belonoshko et al., 2010; Karki et al., 1997a; Mehl

et al., 1988; Oganov et al., 2003; Strachan et al., 1999).

A negative Clapeyron slope is predicted theoretically for this

phase boundary (Belonoshko et al., 2010; Oganov et al., 2003;

Strachan et al., 1999). Ab initio random structure searching has

been applied to MgO over 1000–4000 GPa, and no other

structure was found to be competitive in enthalpy with the

CsCl structure at 0 K (Wilson and Militzer, 2012). Theoretical

DFT calculations have also predicted that solid MgOmetallizes

at 0 K at very high pressures (2100 GPa) (Oganov et al., 2003).

Shock compression work on MgO has reached pressures as

high as 1400 GPa (Fat’yanov et al., 2009; McWilliams et al.,

2012; Svendsen and Ahrens, 1987; see also Chapter 2.16).

A possible phase transition in MgO was identified in gas-gun

shock experiments at �170 GPa (Zhang et al., 2008), but the

nature of this transformation is poorly constrained. At higher

pressures, laser-shock measurements of the EOS, temperature,

and optical reflectivity reveal two temperature discontinuities,

which are interpreted as the B1–B2 phase transformation at

�400 GPa and 9000 K and melting at �650 GPa and 14000 K

(McWilliams et al., 2012). Based on optical reflectivity mea-

surements, the liquid is metallic at these conditions. x-Ray

diffraction measurements on ramp-compressed MgO have

directly detected the B1–B2 phase transition at �600 GPa

(Coppari et al., 2013). The observed transition pressure

under ramp loading is consistent with both theoretical calcu-

lations and shock wave data given the expected negative P–T
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Clapeyron slope of the transition. The x-ray measurements

further show that the B2 phase also remains stable to a peak

pressure of 900 GPa, the highest-pressure x-ray diffraction data

yet reported on any solid (Coppari et al., 2013).

The melting curve of MgO at �Mbar pressures is controver-

sial with a large discrepancy between experimental and theo-

retical determinations (Alfe, 2005; Belonoshko et al., 2010;

Strachan et al., 1999; Tangney and Scandolo, 2009; Zerr and

Boehler, 1994; Zhang and Fei, 2008). The recent laser-shock

temperature measurements (McWilliams et al., 2012) indicate

that melting occurs much higher than the P–T conditions for

Hugoniot melting predicted from first-principles MD calcula-

tions (de Koker and Stixrude, 2009). A recent study of the Mg–

O system using ab initio structure search methods up to

850 GPa found, in addition to MgO, that two additional com-

pounds, MgO2 andMg3O2, become stable at 116 and 500 GPa,

respectively (Zhu et al., 2013).

2.07.5.2.2 FeO
Wüstite, Fe1–xO, is of importance for both the mantles and the

cores of terrestrial planets. As discussed earlier, the (Mg,Fe)O

solid solution is a major component of terrestrial mantles. The

amount of FeO in the mantle affects the electrical and thermal

conductivity of the region. FeO can also be a major alloying

component of the core. Phase relations in FeO are shown in

Figure 15. At lower temperatures, wüstite undergoes transfor-

mations from the B1 structure to a distorted structure and then

to the B8 (NiAs-type) structure at Mbar pressures (Fei and Mao,

1994). At high temperatures, the B1 phase undergoes an insu-

lator to metal transformation at �70 GPa (Fischer et al., 2011;

Gramsch et al., 2003; Ohta et al., 2012a). As a result, a misci-

bility gap would be expected to form in the (Mg,Fe)O system at
(2015), vol. 2, pp. 149-178 
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high pressures. The metallic behavior of FeO should also allow

oxygen to dissolve more readily into metallic cores. B1 FeO

eventually transforms to the B2 structure at 240 GPa (and

�4000 K) (Ozawa et al., 2011), compared with �600 GPa for

MgO (Coppari et al., 2013). The variation of the B1–B2 tran-

sition pressure for intermediate (Mg,Fe)O compositions is

unknown. The melting curve of FeO has been measured to

77 GPa and 3100 K (Fischer and Campbell, 2010).

2.07.5.2.3 SiO2

Silica is the most abundant oxide component of terrestrial

mantles and serves as an archetype for the dense highly coor-

dinated silicates of planetary interiors. While free SiO2 is only

expected in localized regions in Earth’s mantle such as sub-

ducted oceanic crust, the wider range of plausible composi-

tions and higher P–T conditions in super-Earth exoplanets

allow for greater possible presence of silica phases in terrestrial

exoplanets. The stability of silicate phases may be affected by

polymorphism in SiO2, and silicate disproportionation could

produce silica-rich regions in deep interiors.

Over the pressure range of the Earth’s crust and mantle,

SiO2 undergoes a well-known sequence of phase transitions

(Figure 16). Quartz transforms first to coesite and then to oc-

tahedrally coordinated stishovite above �10 GPa. At�50 GPa,

stishovite transforms to the orthorhombic CaCl2-type structure

(Kingma et al., 1995; Tsuchida and Yagi, 1989). SiO2

undergoes a further transformation to the a-PbO2-type

structure at pressures near those of the Earth’s core–mantle
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boundary region (Karki et al., 1997b; Murakami et al., 2003).

The highest-pressure transformation yet observed experimen-

tally is to the pyrite-type structure (with 6þ2 coordination of

oxygen around Si4þ) at around 270 GPa (Kuwayama

et al., 2005).

Further phase transformations of SiO2 have been explored

using theoretical calculations and analog systems. DFT predic-

tions of transformation of SiO2 to a cotunnite-type phase

around 690–750 GPa (at 0 K) have been reported (Oganov

et al., 2005; Umemoto et al., 2006a). This involves a large

increase in Si4þ coordination from 6þ2 (pyrite) to ninefold

coordination (cotunnite). However, more recent theoretical

calculations have reported that instead, the hexagonal Fe2P-

type phase is the stable phase of SiO2 above 700 GPa and 0 K

(Tsuchiya and Tsuchiya, 2011; Wu et al., 2011). This phase has

been also predicted to occur in TiO2 and GeO2 and has now

been observed experimentally in TiO2 (Dekura et al., 2011a,b).

Due to the change in coordination, the volume change

associated with the post-pyrite transition is predicted to be

large (�4–5%) (Tsuchiya and Tsuchiya, 2011). The high-

temperature behavior of the new SiO2 phases was explored

using the QHA (Tsuchiya and Tsuchiya, 2011; Wu et al.,

2011). The transformation to a postpyrite phase in SiO2

is found to have a negative Clapeyron slope due to the

increase in bond lengths and coordination number resulting

in an increase in vibrational entropy across the transition

(Wu et al., 2011). At low temperatures, SiO2 transforms from

the pyrite-type to the Fe2P phase, whereas at higher
, (2015), vol. 2, pp. 149-178 
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temperatures, the pyrite phase first transforms to the cotunnite-

type phase followed by a second transformation to the Fe2P

phase (with <1% volume change). The transformation from

Fe2P-type to cotunnite-type phase is expected to have a positive

Clapeyron slope. Along the possible P–T path for a super-

Earth, the pyrite–cotunnite transformation is expected to

occur for planets of approximately 5 ME or greater. The

cotunnite–Fe2P transformation would be expected in planets

of �7 or more ME. Cotunnite-type SiO2 at super-Earth interior

conditions is predicted to have electrical conductivities close to

metallic values (Umemoto et al., 2006a).

The high-pressure behavior of SiO2 has also been explored

extensively using dynamic experiments (see Chapter 2.16).

Shock compression data for fused silica and quartz up to

200 GPa are interpreted as indicating transitions to stishovite

and/or stishovite-like phase(s) with melting occurring above

120 GPa along the Hugoniot (Akins and Ahrens, 2002;

Lyzenga et al., 1983). Measurement of the Hugoniot EOS has

been extended up to 1600 GPa in recent experiments at the

Sandia Z facility (Knudson and Desjarlais, 2009). Shock tem-

perature measurements up to 1000 GPa show evidence for pro-

nounced changes in the structure of liquid SiO2 including

dissociation and enhanced electron mobility (Hicks et al.,

2006). A study of the shock vaporization of silica has recently

been conducted yielding a wide ranging EOS that can be applied

to better understand and potentially detect giant impacts in

extrasolar planetary systems (Kraus et al., 2012).

2.07.5.2.4 MgSiO3

MgSiO3 in Earth’s lower mantle crystallizes in the perovskite

structure except for a thin layer of postperovskite near its base
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(Tronnes, 2010; see also Chapter 2.03). The higher internal

pressures of large terrestrial-type exoplanets mean that the

postperovskite phase should play a large or even dominant

role in the interiors of these bodies (Figure 17; Valencia

et al., 2007a; Wagner et al., 2012). Silicate perovskite and

postperovskite also to incorporate iron (see Chapter 2.03)

with the distribution of Fe among phases in the lower mantle

are controlled by partitioning between (Mg,Fe)SiO3 and

(Mg,Fe)O (Tronnes, 2010). Iron in mantle minerals may

undergo spin transitions at high pressure that may have impor-

tant effects on the stability and other properties of silicate and

oxide phases (Badro et al., 2004; Lin et al., 2013).

Experimental studies have demonstrated the stability of the

postperovskite structure in (Mg,Fe)SiO3 to pressures approach-

ing 200 GPa, although some evidence for modifications of the

structure has been reported (Yamanaka et al., 2012). Germa-

nates are known to be good analogs for silicates, with similar

sequences of phase transitions occurring at lower pressures due

to the larger ionic radius of Ge4þ compared with Si4þ. The
phase stability and EOS of MgGeO3 have been studied to

200 GPa in the DAC, and the postperovskite phase remains

stable until at least this pressure (Kubo et al., 2006). Fluorides

including NaMgF3, NaNiF3, and NaCoF3 are also expected to

be good analogs for MgSiO3 due to their close similarity in

structural properties (Dobson et al., 2011; Duffy, 2008). High-

pressure experiments and theoretical calculations on NaMgF3
yield conflicting results with one experimental study reporting

evidence for transformation to an unknown NaMgF3 structure

above 30 GPa (Martin et al., 2006) and another reporting the

stability of NaMgF3 postperovskite to at least 70 GPa and

2500 K (Grocholski et al., 2010). These contrast with
(2015), vol. 2, pp. 149-178 
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theoretical calculations that predict the disproportionation of

NaMgF3 postperovskite into NaF and MgF2 above about

40 GPa (Umemoto et al., 2006b).

Shock compression studies of MgSiO3 have extended to

as high as 950 GPa (Mosenfelder et al., 2009; Spaulding

et al., 2012; see also Chapter 2.16). Laser-shock experiments

have reported evidence for a liquid–liquid phase transition

in MgSiO3 melt at 300–400 GPa and 10000–16000 K with

a large volume change of �6% (Spaulding et al., 2012;

Figure 17). A recent theoretical study has suggested that

this transition may instead represent decomposition into

solid MgO and liquid SiO2 (Boates and Bonev, 2013). Mea-

surements of optical reflectivity suggest that the melt is metallic

at temperatures above �12000 K (Spaulding et al., 2012).

Initial theoretical calculations examining the stability

of MgSiO3 perovskite to ultrahigh pressures predicted that

MgSiO3 postperovskite breaks down into an oxide mixture

of MgO (B2 phase) and SiO2 (cotunnite-type phase) at

�1100 GPa (Umemoto et al., 2006a). However, this work

did not consider the more recently discovered hexagonal Fe2P

phase of SiO2 or possible dissociation of ABO3 compounds

into AO and AB2O5 (Okada et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2009) or AO

and AB3O7 (Nishio-Hamane et al., 2012). More recent theo-

retical calculations predict that MgSiO3 pPv will dissociate into

CsCl-type MgO and MgSi2O5 (P21/c-type) at 900 GPa

(Umemoto and Wentzcovitch, 2011; Figures 13 and 17). The

volume change associated with this transition is �2%, and the

Si4þ coordination increases from 6 in postperovskite to 7–8 in

MgSi2O5. A further dissociation of MgSi2O5 into MgO and

SiO2 (Fe2P phase, ninefold coordination) is also predicted to

occur with a small volume change at 2.1 TPa, a pressure above

the maximum expected to occur in super-Earth mantles

(Umemoto and Wentzcovitch, 2011). Quasiharmonic calcula-

tions suggest both dissociation reactions are endothermic with

negative Clapeyron slopes, thereby yielding a wider stability
Treatise on Geophysics, 2nd edition

 

field for the dissociation products at higher temperatures.

The negative Clapeyron slope arises due to changes in the

vibrational density of states resulting from increasing Si–O

bond lengths as Si4þ coordination increases across each

transition.

2.07.5.2.5 CaSiO3 and CaO
CaSiO3 perovskite is the third most abundant phase in Earth’s

mantle. Theoretical calculations find that at 0 K, CaSiO3 perov-

skite transforms to postperovskite above 500 GPa and then dis-

sociates to CaO (B2 phase) and SiO2 (Fe2P phase) around

700 GPa (Tsuchiya and Tsuchiya, 2011). However, at the higher

temperatures expected in exoplanets, quasiharmonic calculations

indicate that the postperovskite phase is not stable and CaSiO3

perovskite directly decomposes to CaO (B2) and SiO2 (pyrite

type) at 600 GPa (Tsuchiya and Tsuchiya, 2011; Figure 13). The

breakdown of CaSiO3 occurs at considerably lower pressure than

the stability limit of MgSiO3 (�900 GPa). SiO2 liberated by the

breakdown of CaSiO3 would react withMgO to increase the total

abundance of the postperovskite phase (Tsuchiya and Tsuchiya,

2011). The oxide CaO transforms to the B2 phase at low pres-

sures of �60 GPa ( Jeanloz et al., 1979; Mehl et al., 1988;

(Figure 13). The B2 phase of CaO is predicted theoretically to

metallize at�400 GPa, but other oxides (SiO2 andMgO) remain

insulating to 2000 GPa at low temperatures (Oganov et al., 2003;

Tsuchiya and Tsuchiya, 2011).

2.07.5.2.6 Al2O3

Al2O3 crystallizes in the corundum structure at ambient con-

ditions and undergoes transformations to the Rh2O3-II struc-

ture at �90 GPa and the CaIrO3 structure at �130 GPa (Cynn

et al., 1990; Funamori and Jeanloz, 1997; Marton and Cohen,

1994; Oganov and Ono, 2005; Figure 13). Metallization

of Al2O3 may occur at pressures of �300 GPa (Nellis, 2010).

DFT calculations predict further structural transformation at
, (2015), vol. 2, pp. 149-178 
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370 GPa to a U2S3-type phase (Umemoto and Wentzcovitch,

2008). For the Earth, the Al2O3 component of the mantle

is largely dissolved into the (Mg,Fe)SiO3 perovskite, post-

perovskite, or other Al-rich phases and free Al2O3 is not

expected. The change in cation coordination from six to

seven in the U2S3 phase may favor exsolution of Al2O3 out of

the postperovskite phase in deep super-Earths with possible

resulting changes in electrical and thermal conductivities for

the assemblage (Umemoto and Wentzcovitch, 2008).

2.07.5.2.7 Iron and iron alloys
Under pressure, iron transforms from the body-centered-cubic

(bcc, a) phase to a hexagonal-close-packed (hcp, e) phase near
13 GPa. Most experiments suggest that the hcp phase remains

stable to higher pressures up to those of Earth’s core

(Kuwayama et al., 2008; Ma et al., 2004; Shen et al., 1998;

Tateno et al., 2010), although some experimental evidence

for new phases has been reported (Andrault et al., 1997;

Dubrovinsky et al., 2000). Theoretical calculations report con-

flicting results with some studies favoring the stability of hcp

iron at Earth core conditions (Modak et al., 2007; Vočadlo

et al., 1999), while various other possible phases have been

also proposed including bcc (Belonoshko et al., 2011; Bouchet

et al., 2013; Luo et al., 2010), face-centered-cubic (fcc)

(Mikhaylushkin et al., 2009), or stacking disordered phases

(Cottenier et al., 2011; Ishikawa et al., 2011). Recently, static

DAC experiments have reached inner core conditions up to

377 GPa and 5700 K (Tateno et al., 2010) and found that the

hcp phase of Fe is stable. However, further studies at these

extreme conditions are needed for confirmation.
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The EOS of iron has been studied under quasihydrostatic

conditions in the DAC up to 300 GPa (Dewaele et al., 2006;

Dubrovinsky et al., 2000). Extensive shock compression data

sets have been obtained on iron, and a careful analysis of data

to 442 GPa has been reported (Brown et al., 2000) Under

shock loading, iron is observed to melt along the Hugoniot at

about 230 GPa (Brown and McQueen, 1986; Nguyen and

Holmes, 2004). Laser-based ramp compression experiments

have constrained the quasi-isentropic compression curve of

solid iron to 273 GPa (Wang et al., 2013).

Theoretical DFT studies have examined the stable phases

and structure of iron to pressures as high as 100 TPa (Cottenier

et al., 2011; Pickard and Needs, 2009; Stixrude, 2012). The hcp

phase is found to be stable at 0 K to pressures of and well

beyond those of Earth’s core. A transformation to an fcc

phase occurs at 6–7 TPa with a volume change of �0.15%. At

even higher pressures, a body-centered-tetragonal phase is sta-

bilized at 34–38 TPa. Ab initio random structure searching

showed that only these high-symmetry close-packed phases

are energetically competitive candidates for iron (Pickard and

Needs, 2009). Results at finite temperatures on these close-

packed phases have been reported using the QHA and are

consistent with the 0 K results (Stixrude, 2012; Figure 18).

The central pressure for a large (10ME) super-Earth is expected

to be around 4 TPa (Wagner et al., 2012) and that of Jupiter

(�300 ME) is around 7 TPa. Thus, hcp iron is likely the stable

phase under conditions of all or nearly all super-Earths, but the

high-pressure phases of iron would be expected to exist in the

cores of super-Jupiters. However, other recent theoretical stud-

ies suggest that bcc iron or more complex structures composed
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of periodic stacking fault sequences are candidate structures for

exoplanet cores (Bouchet et al., 2013; Cottenier et al., 2011).

The stable phase of iron may also be affected by impurity

content (Dubrovinsky et al., 2007). There have been extensive

experimental and theoretical studies of various iron alloys that

are candidate Earth core components (Chapter 2.06), but few

constraints exist as yet at P–T conditions relevant to super-

Earths.

Using ab initio MD simulations, the melting curve of iron

has been computed to pressures up to 1500 GPa (Bouchet

et al., 2013; Morard et al., 2011). The results are in good

agreement with earlier calculations extending up to pressures

of the Earth’s inner core. By comparing to P–T conditions

expected in super-Earths from interior models (Sotin et al.,

2007; Valencia et al., 2006; Wagner et al., 2012), it was found

that Clapeyron slope of the melting curve exceeded the

geotherm for super-Earths and the likelihood of a molten

core decreases as the size of a terrestrial planet increases

(Morard et al., 2011). Recent thermal evolutionmodels suggest

that an inner core will not develop for super-Earths greater

than 2.5ME (Gaidos et al., 2010). However, the role of melting

point depression of iron due to alloying components remains

to be evaluated. There is also a need for more studies on the key

physical properties of iron and iron alloys necessary for under-

standing core energetics and dynamics for super-Earths.

A number of thermodynamic properties (thermal expansivity,

Grüneisen parameter, etc.) of iron have been evaluated up to

1500 GPa and high T using ab initio MD computations

(Bouchet et al., 2013).

2.07.5.2.8 Diamond and carbides
Carbon-rich planets may result from C enrichment of a local

area of the protoplanetary disk or due to variation in host star

chemical abundance (Bond et al., 2010). Carbon is the fourth

most abundant element in the cosmos and a key constituent of

many planets. Ice giants such as Neptune and Uranus contain

large quantities of methane (Hubbard et al., 1991) that

decomposes under high-pressure and high-temperature condi-

tions, possibly forming diamond-rich layers in the interior

(Ancilotto et al., 1997; Benedetti et al., 1999; Ross, 1981).

Static DAC experiments have constrained the EOS of diamond

to 140 GPa (Occelli et al., 2003), while maximum static pres-

sures of up to 400 GPa have been reached on diamond samples

(Akahama and Kawamura, 2010; Wang et al., 2010). Using

laser-based ramp compression, the pressure–density relation-

ship and strength of diamond have been characterized up to

800 GPa (Bradley et al., 2009).

Theoretical calculations predict that diamond will trans-

form to the BC8 structure at around 1 TPa followed by a further

transition to a simple-cubic structure near 3 TPa (Correa et al.,

2008; Grumbach andMartin, 1996; Yin, 1984; Yin and Cohen,

1983; Figure 19). The BC8 phase remains tetrahedrally coor-

dinated and strongly covalently bonded but is about 10%

denser than diamond due to denser packing of tetrahedra. It

is also predicted to be weakly metallic. The transition to the

simple-cubic structure results in an increase in coordination

number to six. Experimental evidence for the existence of a new

solid phase, possibly BC8, in shock-compressed diamond, has

been reported at around 850–900 GPa (Knudson et al., 2008).

Ab initio random structure search methods have been used to
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predict a further sequence of transformations from simple-

cubic, to simple-hexagonal (6.4 TPa), to fcc (21 TPa), to

double hcp (270 TPa), to bcc (650 TPa) phase (Martinez-

Canales et al., 2012). The fcc phase of carbon has the interest-

ing property that it is an electride in which electrons play the

role of anions in the structure.

The melting behavior of diamond has also attracted much

interest (Figure 19). Theoretical studies have predicted a max-

imum in the melting curve around 500 GPa and 8000–9000 K

(Correa et al., 2006; Grumbach and Martin, 1996; Wang et al.,

2005; Wu et al., 2002). Also, a triple point between diamond,

the BC8 phase, and liquid is predicted to exist at �850 GPa

from ab initio MD simulations (Correa et al., 2006). Shock

compression experiments on diamond have been carried out

to as high as 4 TPa (Bradley et al., 2004; Brygoo et al., 2007;

Eggert et al., 2009; Hicks et al., 2008; Knudson et al., 2008;

Nagao et al., 2006). These studies reveal that at 600–1100 GPa,

diamond melts to a dense metallic fluid with a negative melt-

ing slope consistent with the theoretical predictions.

SiC is a potential major phase in carbon-rich planets. Its

behavior has been explored under both static and shock

compressions to as high as 160 GPa. At �100 GPa, SiC under-

goes a transition from the wurtzite to rock-salt structure with a

large (�15%) density increase (Sekine and Kobayashi, 1997;

Yoshida et al., 1993). Due to such a large density change, this

transformation could be a major structural feature in carbide-

rich exoplanets. EOS data for the high-pressure phase of SiC are

not available, and so models to date have used EOS parameters

for the low-pressure phase (Madhusudhan et al., 2012; Seager

et al., 2007). The thermal structure of a carbide-rich planet

may be drastically different from planets with silicate-/oxide-

dominatedmantles due to large variations in physical properties.

For example, the thermal conductivity of SiC is two orders of

magnitude greater than that of silicates and oxides, likely imply-

ing major differences in thermal structure and evolution

(Madhusudhan et al., 2012). Additionally, SiC has been found
, (2015), vol. 2, pp. 149-178 
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to have a negative Clapeyron slope for melting, at least up to

modest pressures (�8 GPa) (Sokolov et al., 2012), and

may result in a solid SiC layer underlain by a molten SiC layer,

provided that the densities remain high for the melt.
2.07.5.2.9 H2O
In addition to planets with largely dry and rocky compositions,

super-Earths may also encompass a significant amount of

water along with refractory components (ocean planets)

(Léger et al., 2004) or may be dominantly composed of ices

with a H2–He envelope (sub-Neptunes). Such planets might

form outside the snow line of the protoplanetary disk allowing

them to accrete and retain significant quantities of ice and, in

some circumstances, could subsequently migrate inward. The

ability to retain H2–He and H2O over the planet’s evolution

will depend on a number of factors including its final distance

from the host star. H2O ice is a complex material with 16 stable

or metastable crystalline phases identified experimentally

(Figure 20). At temperatures above 150 K, ice VI occurs

approximately from 0.6 GPa until it transforms to ice VII at

2.2 GPa. Ice VII is stable to �70 GPa where it transforms to ice

X. In this phase, the structure adopts a symmetric configuration

in which oxygen atoms form a bcc lattice and the hydrogen

atoms are located at the midpoints between two nearest-

neighbor oxygen atoms. A further transformation from ice

X to a new phase (ice XI) is predicted to occur at �3 Mbar

and to remain stable up to at least �2000 K and 4 Mbar, based

on ab initio MD simulations (Benoit et al., 1996). Higher-

pressure phase transitions have been explored using DFT-
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based structure searching methods (Hermann et al., 2012; Ji

et al., 2011; Militzer and Wilson, 2010).

Assuming full differentiation, a rocky planet with a substan-

tial H2O/ice component would feature H2O layer(s) overlying

the rocky mantle and metallic core. Depending on surface P–T

conditions, H2O at the surface of such a planet could be solid or

liquid, possible forming a liquid ocean to depths of �100 km

(Léger et al., 2004). Because the slope of adiabatic temperature

gradient in the liquid H2O layer is lower than the slope of the

melting curve of high-pressure ice phases, the water layer would

eventually freeze into ice VI or ice VII. Ice VII eventually trans-

forms at �70 GPa to ice X, which is stable to at least 150 GPa.

For a planet that is 50 wt%H2O, the P–T conditions at the base

of the ice layer are estimated to be �50 GPa and <1000 K

(Sotin et al., 2007) for a 1 ME planet. The thickness of the ice

layer would range from 3000 to 6000 km for planets ranging

from 1 to 10 ME (Sotin et al., 2007).
2.07.6 Physical Properties of Minerals at Super-Earth
Conditions

Mineralogical phase transitions change the density structure of

a planet, although the effect on the mass–radius relationship is

not expected to be large in many cases (Swift et al., 2012).

Changes in crystal structure, however, can affect other key

properties including melting temperature, thermal expansivity,

Grüneisen parameter, thermal and electrical conductivities,

and rheological properties, which are all critical for under-

standing the structure, dynamics, and evolution of exoplanets.

Because of the wider range of pressures and temperatures

encountered in super-Earth interiors, the depth dependence

of thermodynamic, rheological, and transport properties may

become especially important.

2.07.6.1 Rheology

The thermal structure, convective regime, tectonic and mag-

matic activity, propensity for plate tectonics, and existence of a

magnetic field are all properties strongly influenced by the

viscosity structure of a planet. The viscosity is determined by

the rheological properties of the constituent minerals. Under

the high-temperature, low-stress conditions expected in terres-

trial planetary mantles, viscous deformation of solids is con-

trolled by thermally activated motion of crystalline defects

(Karato, 2008; Poirier, 1985). The pressure and temperature

dependence of the viscosity, �, can be described in a simplified

Arrhenius-type formulation (Karato, 2011; Wagner et al.,

2012):

� P;Tð Þ ¼ bexp
E* þ PV* Pð Þ

RT

� �
[17]

where b is a constant, R is the gas constant, E* is the activation

energy, and V* is the activation volume. Viscosity is both

strongly pressure- and temperature-dependent with the activa-

tion energy controlling the temperature effect of viscosity and

the activation volume controlling the pressure effect.

In the Earth, viscosity increases with pressure due to

reduction of the activation volume for creep. The viscosity

of the deep lower mantle is estimated to be 10–100 times
(2015), vol. 2, pp. 149-178 
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higher than Earth’s upper mantle (see Chapter 7.02). How-

ever, direct experimental measurements of the effect of pres-

sure on activation volume are limited and uncertain. One

approach to estimate the effect of pressure on viscosity for

conditions relevant to a 10 ME planet is by scaling with the

homologous temperature, T/Tm, where Tm is the melting

temperature (Stamenkovic et al., 2011). The melting temper-

ature of perovskite, taken to be representative of exoplanet

mineralogy, was inferred from Lindemann’s law, which

assumes that melting occurs when the root-mean-square

atomic displacements reach a critical fraction of the intera-

tomic spacing. Using this approach, the mantle viscosity was

predicted to increase greatly by up to 15 orders of magnitude

across the adiabatic mantle of a 10 ME planet (Stamenkovic

et al., 2011). The viscosity at the bottom of the mantle in this

case would be sufficiently large that a conductive lid would

form above the core–mantle boundary with major effects

on the thermal structure and evolution of the planet

(Stamenkovic et al., 2012).

Vacancy diffusion rates in MgSiO3 perovskite and post-

perovskite at lower mantle conditions have been calculated

using first-principles methods and transition state theory

(Ammann et al., 2010). The predicted viscosity of the two

phases inferred from the diffusion-controlled creep strength

is different with viscosities in postperovskite up to four orders

of magnitude lower than perovskite. Postperovskite also

exhibits highly anisotropic behavior with several orders of

magnitude difference in activation energy in different direc-

tions. These results for postperovskite have subsequently been

extended to pressures up to 1 TPa, leading to a prediction of

viscosities (�1025–1026 Pa s) in the deep mantle of a large

super-Earth (7–10 ME). These are only 4–5 orders of magni-

tude greater than those in the Earth’s lower mantle. Corre-

sponding numerical convection calculations find that

convection can still occur in the deep mantle of such a planet

due to feedbacks between internal heating, temperature, and

viscosity (Tackley et al., 2013). However, it has also been

argued that the theoretical calculations on defect mobility in

postperovskite are not sufficient to constrain creep behavior of

this mineral (Karato, 2010).

Other recent work, on the other hand, suggests that the

solid viscosity in large exoplanet mantles may be relatively

low at depth (Karato, 2011). Pressure weakening is predicted

to occur due to several factors. One is the expected change

in the mechanism of diffusion from vacancy to interstitial-

dominated beginning at �100 GPa. In general, oxides are

weaker than silicates and B2 oxides are weaker than B1 oxides

(Karato, 1989). As such, dissociation of CaSiO3 and MgSiO3

forming B2-type MgO and CaO at 600–1100 GPa will increase

the volume fraction of these relatively weak oxides. If metalli-

zation of the oxides occurs at high P–T, it may lead to further

weakening. As a result of these factors, the deep mantle viscos-

ity of terrestrial super-Earths may decrease as planetary mass

increases. The deep mantle of a large rocky super-Earth may

have viscosities that are 100–1000 times lower than those of

Earth’s lower mantle (Karato, 2011). Whether MgO and CaO

would be sufficiently abundant to control the rheological

properties of the mixture will ultimately depend on the bulk

composition of the planet’s mantle and whether complete

(Umemoto et al., 2006a) or partial dissociation (Umemoto
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and Wentzcovitch, 2011) of MgSiO3 occurs. Clearly, in view

of the large differences of the previously mentioned studies,

there remains substantial uncertainty about the rheological

behavior at these extreme conditions, as there are many orders

of magnitude differences in viscosity estimates in super-Earth

interiors.

In addition to their potential effect on rheology, phase

transitions can promote layered convection when accompa-

nied by a strong negative Clapeyron slope that resists convec-

tion (Tackley et al., 1993; van den Berg et al., 2010).

Temperatures in super-Earth interiors are highly uncertain as

discussed in previous sections. The temperature has a strong

effect on rheology, and there is a feedback between tempera-

ture and rheology that regulates the heat loss of a planet and

influences its thermal evolution. The proximity of many can-

didate super-Earths to their host star means that they are

expected to be in synchronous rotation and subjected to strong

tidal forces. The amount and distribution of tidal heating will

depend on the viscosity, shear modulus, and density (Moore,

2003). Tidal friction can contribute substantially to the total

heat budget of short-period super-Earths (Henning et al.,

2009). Orbital evolution of exoplanets is also an important

phenomenon. Lower viscosities would favor higher tidal heat-

ing rates and therefore faster orbital evolution.
2.07.6.2 Thermal Expansivity and Thermal Conductivity

Thermal expansivity, a, determines the buoyancy in the deep

mantle and hence influences convective motion in planets.

Thermodynamic calculations for mantle phases yield estimates

of approximately an order of magnitude decrease in thermal

expansivity from ambient pressure up to �1 TPa along a plau-

sible super-Earth temperature profile (Stamenkovic et al.,

2011; Wagner et al., 2012). This is much greater than the

�2.5 times decrease in a expected across the Earth’s mantle,

and this strong decrease may affect the style and vigor of

convection in super-Earth deep mantles. There are as yet few

experimental measurements or theoretical calculations of ther-

mal expansivity in the multimegabar range relevant to super-

Earth interiors.

Thermal conductivities of mantle phases are also important

parameters for thermal models. The thermal conductivity con-

trols the temperature gradient across boundary layers that

transfer heat conductively. However, this property is not well

constrained for mantle minerals due to difficulties in both

theoretical calculations and experiments at high pressures

and temperatures. Thermal conductivity is the sum of a pho-

non or lattice component, a radiative component, and an

electronic component. The phonon contribution is expected

to be dominant under high-pressure interior conditions. In

general, the phonon contribution to thermal conductivity

increases with pressure, and this would tend to reduce convec-

tive vigor as planetary size increases (Wagner et al., 2012). At

the high temperatures of exoplanet interiors, the electronic

component of thermal conductivity may play an increasingly

strong role (van den Berg et al., 2010). Experimental studies

suggest that the thermal conductivity and diffusivity of

postperovskite may be significantly larger than that of perov-

skite (Hunt et al., 2012; Ohta et al., 2012b). Dissociation of

silicates into oxides could affect deep mantle thermal
, (2015), vol. 2, pp. 149-178 
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conductivities with expected higher conductivity in oxides

(de Koker, 2010). For the largest super-Earths, metallization

of mantle phases (discussed in the succeeding text) would also

enhance electronic conductivities while suppressing radiative

conductivity (Umemoto et al., 2006a). The potential effects of

such factors on heat transport and convective dynamics in

super-Earths have been explored in a number of recent works

(Stamenkovic et al., 2011; Tosi et al., 2010; van den Berg et al.,

2010; Wagner et al., 2012).  
2.07.6.3 Electrical Conductivity and Metallization

Pressure reduces interatomic distances causing electron wave

functions of neighboring ions to increasingly overlap. Eventu-

ally, outer electrons become delocalized resulting in increased

electrical conductivity and ultimately metallization. Experimen-

tal and theoretical evidence for high-pressure metallization of

potential super-Earth mantle phases such as FeO, MgO, Al2O3,

SiO2, and CaO was discussed earlier. Metallization may affect

rheology and thermal and radiative heat transport. Additionally,

electrically conducting phases in the deep lower mantle could

potentially interact with the magnetic field generated by a core

dynamo affecting possible direct or indirect observations of

super-Earth magnetic fields such as by radio emission, x-ray

emission from planet-hosting stars, or exoplanet atmospheric

effects. Numerical dynamo models examining how metallized

silicates in the deep mantles may affect the observable magnetic

fields of super-Earths indicate that such metallization would

reduce the detectability of dynamo-generated magnetic fields

(Vilim et al., 2013). The presence of deep magma oceans in

terrestrial exoplanets could lead to metallic silicate/oxide liquid

regions or layers that could contribute to dynamo processes in a

planet (McWilliams et al., 2012; Nellis, 2012).
2.07.6.4 Melts and Liquids

An understanding of melting behavior and the properties of

liquid silicates and metal alloys at ultrahigh P–T conditions are

also needed for super-Earth applications. Heating during accre-

tion and differentiation in the early stages of planetary evolu-

tion is likely sufficient to melt the silicate mantle of terrestrial

planets, creating magma oceans that could span a wide range

of depths. Degassing of such oceans may play a major role in

the development of early atmospheres and affect volatile reten-

tion in the interior. Extreme temperatures in close-in tidally

locked planets with permanent day- and nightsides could

result in localized lava oceans beneath the substellar point or

allow enhanced magma production in the substellar hemi-

sphere of the planet (Gelman et al., 2011; Léger et al., 2011).

High internal temperatures leading to partial melting may also

occur as a result of compositional layering, rheological prop-

erties, or tidal forcing. In such cases, a deep magma ocean such

as proposed for Earth (Labrosse et al., 2007) may develop in

terrestrial exoplanets (Tackley et al., 2013; Valencia et al.,

2007b). While some constraints on melting curves and liquid

properties from theory and experiment are available for some

of the materials as discussed earlier, there is still considerable

uncertainty in many fundamental properties including solidus

temperature, melt–solid density contrast, and partitioning

behavior at the pressures of 100–1000 GPa and beyond.
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2.07.7 Summary and Outlook

Less than two decades after the discovery of the first confirmed

extrasolar planet, there are at the time of this writing more than

900 confirmed and over 3000 additional candidate exoplanets.

As techniques for detecting and probing exoplanets extend to

smaller bodies more distant from their host stars, there is

growing interest in understanding the prevalence and charac-

teristics of the emerging population of super-Earth planets.

Such bodies may encompass a diverse range of composition

and behavior for which there may be in many cases no analog

in our own solar system. Speculations about planetary types

that exist include Earth-like compositions, super-Mercuries,

coreless planets, core-only planets, water worlds, carbon-rich

planets, and sub-Neptunes.

Inferring the mineralogy and internal structure of exopla-

nets is very challenging given the limited observational con-

straints possible, but these properties are of key importance for

understanding the diversity of planetary worlds. For solid exo-

planets, the interior structure is intrinsically interlinked to

interpretation of observations and to models of planet forma-

tion and atmospheric processes. The interior structure not only

controls the thermal evolution of the interior but also exerts a

strong influence on the surface environment including the

nature of the atmosphere, existence of a magnetic field, and

tectonic style. The interior behavior is thus a critical ingredient

for determining whether surface conditions are conducive to

habitability. Ultimately, the large-scale interior processes of

planets are controlled by the physical properties of the mineral

constituents, which in turn are controlled by their underlying

chemistry and crystal structure. Unraveling the range of struc-

tures and chemistries for the range of plausible constituents of

super-Earths represents an exciting challenge for mineralogy

and mineral physics in the coming years. Addressing this prob-

lem will require development of new experimental techniques

to reach even higher pressures and temperatures concurrent

with further advances in first-principles theoretical methods.

The field of exoplanet mineralogy is in its infancy, but results to

date are already leading to novel findings and substantial

revisions in our understanding of how solid materials behave

at extreme conditions. This chapter represents a snapshot in

our understanding at this early juncture. The rapid pace of

development in observation, experiment, and interpretation

promises many new and exciting discoveries in the coming

years.
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